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LIQUID SAMPLE SHUFFLER

by

T. W. Crane

ABSTRACT

A method for measuring either the uranium or plutonium
content of solutions has been developed and tested on natural
uranium solution. The method involves using an isotopic,
252cf, neutron source to induce fissions and then counting
delayed neutrons once the source is withdrawn. The neutron
source is inserted into a port in the center of the solution
tank to improve the chance of a source neutron inducing a
fission. Delayed neutrons are counted with high efficiency
by detectors placed in ports surrounding the irradiation
position. Because neutrons are counted, instead of gamma
rays, radioactive solutions such as those found in reprocess-
ing plants can be measured. The ultimate detection limit of
this technique is better than 1 mg/& of the fissile isotope.

I. INTRODUCTION

A test bed for measuring the fissile content (uranium or plutonium) of
liquid samples has been built and tested. The Shuffler technique of Cf
neutron source interrogation followed by delayed fission neutron counting is
used. Because the californium neutron source is placed in the center of
the fissile material, a very efficient source coupling is achieved. The hydro-
genous nature of liquids helps to thermalize the source neutrons so that one

p
takes advantage of the large thermal fission cross section. The liquid
dilutes and homogenizes the fissile material so that self-shielding is mini-

v; mized. The neutron detectors are mounted in ports of the liquid tank to obtain
a good counting efficiency for delayed neutrons from the induced fissions. A
patent has been applied for.
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Figure 1 shows the neutron counting hardware used in the test measure-
ments. The volume of the tank is approximately 1.3 a. Six 10.16-cm active-
length 3He-fi l led neutron detectors surround the source irradiation position.
Their detection efficiency is about 18% for neutrons originating in the solu-
tion as estimated by Monte Carlo neutron transport simulation for di lute
solutions, <10 g f iss i le A , without added neutron absorbers.

The background rate was measured at 0.102 ± 0.007 counts/s, or about one
count every 10 s. This rate is much lower than that observed with any other
system bui l t by the Los Alamos National Laboratory Nuclear Safeguards Group.
The low rate is due to the small active volume of the detectors needed for the
apparatus. Scaling down the background rate of larger systems by the ratio of
active detector volumes gives a similar magnitude for the background. Also,
the thick walls of the assay chamber test bed helped the neutron shielding.

The preamplifier for the detectors was mounted below the tank in an elec-
tronics enclosure for the test measurements. The relative position of the
electronics enclosure and solution tank could be reversed so that the source

Fig. 1. Liquid Sample Shuffler test bed tank with
detectors. (Los Alamos National Laboratory Neg. No.
830183)



could enter from the bottom, if necessary. The entire assembly for the test

measurements was mounted in a catch basin so that any accidental spills or

leaks would be contained.

In order to take advantage of existing equipment, the Liquid Sample Shuf-

fler tank and catch basin were placed in the assay chamber of the 55-gal. drum

test bed shown in Fig. 2. The tank and catch basin were positioned at the

bottom of the chamber between the rails that the door moved on. An extension
252of the source transfer tube was fabricated so that the Cf source would be

guided into the Liquid Sample Shuffler tank. Existing source transfer hardware
was utilized. The water-tank shielding provided personnel radiation shielding
and reduced the background to the instrument.

NEUTRON SHIELD

SPIRAL

ASSAY CHAMBER

Fig. 2. Cutaway drawing of the 55-gal. Shuf-
f l e r test bed. (Los Alamos National Laboratory
Neg. Mo. 820328)



I I . TEST MEASUREMENT RESULTS

With th i s Liquid Sample Shuffler system, two questions might be asked con-

cerning the assay performance: f i r s t , what i s the precision, and second, how

di lute a solution can be detected. Both of these questions concern the re la-

t ive size of the s ta t is t i ca l uncertainty of the measurement compared with the

signal. This subject is the topic of a short Los Alamos report .

To get the answers, ws need the formulas given in Ref. 5 and some data.

A series of runs were made with the Liquid Sample Shuffler test bed to get the

necessary performance data. The results of s ix separate long runs are given

in Table I . Each data run consisted of background counting (labeled Bkg. in

Table I for the time and neutron counts) and 60 cycles of active data col lect -

ing. One active cycle consisted of transferr ing the neutron source to the tank

(the time sum for th is transfer i s labeled For. in Table I ) , i r rad ia t ing the

solution for 6 s (the time sum for this i r rad ia t ion is labeled as I r r , in

Table I ) , transferr ing the source back to the storage posit ion (the time sum

for th is transfer is labeled as Rev. in Table I ) , and 6 s counting delayed

f ission neutrons (time sum and neutron counts are labeled as Dly. in Table I ) .

TABLE I

DATA OBTAINED WITH THE LIQUID SAMPLE SHUFFLER TEST BED
USING A 19.7223 g/S. NATURAL URANIUM SOLUTION

AND A 60-CYCLE ASSAY SEQUENCE

Summed Times (Seconds) Count Data
Assay No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

Bkg.

362.398

362.397

362.403

362.402

362.397

362.399

Irr.

362.397

362.397

362.396

362.400

362.396

362.401

Dly.

362.401

362.400

362.393

362.399

362.395

362.401

For.

48.878

48.878

48.855

48.843

48.842

48.844

Rev.

50.418

54.285

50.406

50.399

50.400

54.246

Bkg.

36

38

47

37

24

39

lily.

2343

2377

2304

2273

2311

?389

Totals 2174.396 2174.387 2174.389 293.140 310.154 221 13997



The source size was 8.03 yg on the tes t date (July 20, 1983), based on the ear-

l i e r National Bureau of Standards (NBS) neutron emission rate cal ibrat ion and

a h a l f - l i f e of 2.676 y r for the " £ C f source.

The signal rate after the background was subtracted was. 44.6 counts/s/

(g 2 3 5U/A). The enrichment of 0.72% 235U in natural uranium was used in this

estimation. The detectabi l i ty l i m i t (three standard deviations over back-

ground) for a 1000-s assay was computed at 2.1 mg/ft U using the complete de-

tect ion l im i t formula given in Ref. 5. That formula i s

m = [d2 + d \ d2 + 4 b t ^ l + t , / t 2 ) ] / ( 2 A t , ) , (1)

where A = cal ibrat ion constant [44.6 counts/s/(g U/5.)],

b = background (0.102 counts/s),

d = standard deviations the signal is to be above background (3 ) ,
215

m = f i s s i l e material concentration (g U/H)

t , = delayed neutron counting time (305 s ) , and

t_ = background counting time (305 s).

Precision is the uncertainty of the measurement divided by the measurement

value. A mathematical expression for precision is

+ t 2 ) / ( A m t ^ . (2)

?1R

The precision calculated for the 0.185 g U contained in the 1.3-Jl solu-

t ion measured above is 2.0% for a 1000-s assay (including back'ground).

I I I . MONTE CARLO NEUTRON TRANSPORT CALCULATIONS

An advantage of Monte Carlo simulation is that ideas can be t r i e d without

going through the time-consuming process of design, construction, and test ing.
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Experience with Monte Carlo results is that the calculations and later measure-
ments agree to within 5% or better. For example, a plot of the simulated data
made an exact overlay (within statistics) to data obtained over a year later
with the unit bu i l t on the basis of the Monte Carlo calculations.
Another advantage of Monte Carlo simulation is that material can be specified
that would be d i f f i cu l t , i f not impossible, to obtain for actual experiments.
This advantage makes i t possible to try experiments with computer simulation
that could not be made any other way. A third advantage of computer Monte
Carlo simulation is that c r i t i ca l i t y safety can be checked without risk. In
this report, c r i t i ca l i ty safety is explored. I t would be unwise, and perhaps
dangerous, to try designs that go beyond safety guidelines in actual situa-
tions. Also, Los Alamos policy prohibits attempting designs that violate
safety guidelines.

The f i r s t group of calculations was basically made for larger versions of
the test bed. More and longer detectors (20.32-cm active length) could be
tried and tanks with a larger solution volume could be specified without re-
questing the concentrated and enriched solutions. Figure 3 shows a logarithmic
scale plot of the normalized signal. The units had 6 detectors in a 4.022-2.
tank, 10 detectors in a 6.476-d tank, and 12 detectors in a 8.308-& tank.
A straight, horizontal l ine in Fig. 3 indicates a linear response, plots
curving down to the right are dominated by self-shielding, and plots curving
up to the right are dominated by multiplication.

The two larger tanks have a linear response up to about 200 g U/d.
This linear response makes calibration quite simple; however, a nonlinear cal-
ibration curve such as required by the 4.022-d tank is also a simple task

7 ?T5

even for a desk-top calculator. Above 200 g U/l, the response of both of
the larger tanks curves upward. This upward trend is indicative of an approach
to c r i t i ca l i t y . Figure 4 plots the "k-effective" for the three tanks shown in
Fig. 3. The k-effective is the equilibrium ratio of neutrons in two succeed-
ing generations. By generation, we mean a complete history of a group of neu-
trons from creation in a fission event to eventual loss in a fission event,
capture event, or until the neytron escapes from the system. I f k-effective
is more than one, the system is cri t ical and the number of neutrons arid, cor-
respondingly, radiation dose rapidly increase.8

As we can see from the data plotted in Fig. 4, none of the systems ac-
tually becomes cr i t ical for solutions with concentrations up to 500 g U/Jl;
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however, the two larger systems become close with k-effectives above 0.9, With
the neutron detectors (an effective neutron poison) removed, they might even
become c r i t i c a l / Thus, for safety's sake these two designs are not recom-
mended.

Design goals of a Liquid Sample Shuffle*- tr*ghr induct U) c r luca l i t y
safety, (2) a large signal, and (3) a low background rate. These goals compete
with each other and some compromises are necessary. But we cannot compromise
safety, so the volume must be kept below the upper safety l i m i t , even in the
most reactive configuration.

Cr i t ica l i ty safety is explored in Ref. 9. The established maximum c r i t i -
cal i ty safe volumes are repeated in Table I I . We observe that the most re-

233strict ive case is for U, 3.5 I. Thus, i f we design a system with less

than a 3.5-Jl volume, then the system wi l l be safe. Larger systems might be
safe and yield a larger signal, but the ground rules are that safety wil l not
be compromised.

Within, the cr i t ica l i ty l im i ts , we now wish to maximize the signal while
minimizing the background. Both these goals are met by inducing the fissions
as close as possible to the neutron detectors. The solution, as well as form-
ing the medium for transporting the f iss i le material, also moderates the i n -
terrogating neutrons. We can achieve some enhancement by separating these two
functions. I f the material closest to the source is hydrogenous without con-
taining f i ss i le material, the energy of the neutrons wil l be lowered (and f i s -
sion probability enhanced) when the interrogating neutrons reach the solution.

TABLE I I

ESTABLISHED CRITICALITY SAFETY LIMITS^

Critically
Isotope Safe Volume

3.5 £

239pu 7.7



Figure 5 shows polyethylene surrounding the source transfer tube. The

source neutrons are first moderated by polyethylene before entering the solu-

tion. Several benefits arise from this scheme. First, the neutrons have a

lower energy when they enter the solution close to the detectors. Fissions

then occur with a higher probability close to the detectors. Second, the poly-

ethylene displaces some of the fissile solution and criticality safety is im-

proved. The third benefit arises for reasons related to the first. Fewer

delayed neutrons from oxygen can be induced.

Delayed neutrons can be induced by the following reaction:

170 + n 17N* + p and (3a)

17 * 16N + n (4-s half-life) (3b)

252
With the Cf source positioned in the center of the water-filled tank,

there is some probability of this (n,p) reaction producing a delayed neutron

background. The test for these delayed neutrons was operated for about 500 h

before introducing uranium-bearing solutions into the assay tank. No strong

10 cm

NEUTRON
DETECTOR

DETECTOR PORT

PORT WALL

LIQUID IN yi^ = 5 ^ /POLYETHYLENE
SOLUTION TANK

/ / / \ \
CENTER TANK WALL

MNER SOURCE CAPSULE
OUTER SOURCE CAPSULE
SOURCE TRANSFER TUBE

Fig. 5. Plan view of the preferred geometry
of a tank in the vicinity of the neutron
source. (EG&G Neg. No. 10829-R)



evidence for delayed neutrons iaduced in oxygen was found. The estimated de-

layed neutron yield was 0.0009 ± 0.0004 counts/s. The time-dependent data

did not suggest the characteristic 4-s half-life.

The measured yield was nearly consistent with zero. Delayed neutrons can

be observed and measured from % 0 with fission energy neutrons. None was ob-

served in this case for several reasons. First, no enhancement of the delayed

neutron yield was made. Natural oxygen, 0 enrichment = 0.038%, was used.

This is a low enrichment of the isotope of interest. Second, the reaction

cross section is small, less than 10 yb. And third, only about 5% of the

source neutrons are above the 7.9-MeV reaction threshold. These energetic

neutrons can be moderated below the reaction threshold by collision with a
11 252

single hydrogen atom in water. By surrounding the Cf source with poly-

ethylene, the source neutrons are moderated and the chance that an (n,p) re-

action in 0 will be induced is diminished.

IV. DESIGN IMPLEMENTATION

The essential ingredients for a shuffler system are a neutron source and

a mechanism for shielding the neutron detectors from that source so that de-
252layed neutrons can be counted. A Cf neutron source end massive amounts

of neutron shielding have proved to be the most effective means of executing

this technique. ' The Cf neutron source is still the most efficient,

compact neutron source for this application. Shielding, although bulky, does

not require maintenance. Thus, it is a good choice for in-plant hardware com-

pared with neutron generators that accomplish the source shielding by turning

the accelerator on and off.

A. Assay Chamber

Besides meeting all the safety requirements and neutronic properties, the

Liquid Sample Shuffler should also be convenient to use. By this restriction,

we mean that the tank should fill and drain easily. Figure 6 shows a proposed

design for an in-plant Liquid Sample Shuffler assay chamber. The volume of

3.084 a meets the criticality safety guideline. Polyethylene surrounds the

source to maximize fissions in the vicinity of the detectors. The bottom of

the tank is sloped down toward the access port to facilitate draining. The top

10
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Fig. 6. Proposed Liquid Sample
chamber. (EG&G Neg. No. 10834)

Shuffler assay

is sloped up toward the other port to assist in the expulsion of air to assure

complete filling of the tank. The top port also admits air to aid in draining

the tank.

The assay tank material should not react with the solution being measured.

The test bed was fabricated from stainless steel. Standard sheet and tubing

stock were used.

The design shown in Fig. 6 gives a calculated signal of 24.5 ± 0.6

counts/s/pg- Cf for a solution of 1 g-235U/J>. This rate is over four times

the rate of the test bed unit. The enhanced rate is due to the larger solution

11



volume, the improved delayed fission neutron detection efficiency through the
use of twelve 20.32-cm active-length neutron detectors, and the polyethylene
moderator surrounding the source at the irradiation position. The background
rate is estimated at 0.4 counts/s scaled up from the test bed because more and
longer detectors are used. For an 8-ug Cf source, the detectability
limit is estimated at 0.86 mg/a for a 1000-s assay using Eq. (1).

The actual quantity of 235U at the detectability limit is almost the
same for either the 1.3-A tank used in test measurements or the proposed

235larger 3.084-S. tank shown in Fig. 6. The quantity of U detectable in the
•J.3-& tank was 2.73 mg, whereas the larger tank detects an estimated 2.65 mg
of 235U. Because the larger tank detects about the same quantity of uranium,
the detectable fissile solution concentration is lower.

Precision for the proposed tank shown in Fig. 6 can now be calculated
based on the signal rate of 24.5 counts/s/(yg-252Cf)/(g/£-235U), the estimated
background rate of 0.4 counts/s, the same source transfer times as those listed
in Table I , and Eq. (2), the formula for estimating precision. If an 8-yg
source is used, then the estimated precision for the U content in a 19.7223

natural uranium solution is 0.6% for a 1000-s assay.

B. Radiation Shielding
7z?

The size of the Cf source determines the ultimate size of the in-
strument. The smaller the concentration of fissile solution to be detected or
measured, the larger neutron source is needed. More precision on a measurement
will also lead to a larger source size. Because californium is a radioactive
isotope, the source size should be selected four times the minimum required
size to give 5 yr (two half-lives) of service.

The small size of the assay chamber and full use of interrogating source
neutrons greatly reduce the number of source neutrons needed. The amount of
shielding is correspondingly reduced with the decrease in californium source
size.

1. Detector Shielding. Using a continuously bending spiral path so neu-
trons cannot stream down the transfer tube reduces the amount of source shield-
ing because the full benefit of the neutron count rate shielding property of

12polyethylene, about a factor of 2 per 5 cm in thick shields, can be realized.



Earlier designs used straight sections of tubing with one 5° bend to prevent

line-of-sight travel for the neutrons. This design had the dominant background

from source neutrons streaming down the transfer tube. '

The compact size of the assay chamber reduces the solid angle of the de-

tector region as viewed by the source in the storage position. This effect

increases the effective neutron shielding property of polyethylene by reducing

the source-related background. The advantage of this factor is partially can-

celled because the compact size also reduces the natural background, so more

shielding is needed to bring the source-related background in line with the

natural background. Figure 7 shows the approximate separation needed to reduce

the source-related detector count rate to the background level of 0.1 counts/s

for a given source size.
The algorithm used for the plot in Fig. 7 is a formula based on the neu-

tron shielding property of polyethylene, the solid angle subtended by the de-
tector assembly as viewed from the storage position, and a factor of 4 reduc-
tion in the neutron flux by the cadmium layer surrounding the assay chamber.
The nominal neutron detection efficiency, 30%, was used once a neutron reached
the assay chamber. A deep penetration Monte Carlo simulation could also have
been used to estimate the shielding requirements. However, the computer com-
putation time would be more expensive for the only slightly more accurate re-
sults.

2. Personnel Shielding. The neutronic (detector) shielding is primarily
concerned with the neutron count rate attenuation between the assay chamber
and source storage position. On the other hand, personnel shielding is con-
cerned with both the neutron and gamma-ray doses on the exterior of the unit.
The direction of radiation travel is then often at right angles to the line
between the assay chamber and storage position. For this type of calculation,
Monte Carlo simulation or extrapolations based on Monte Carlo simulation is
usually the easiest solution method. Extrapolation based on measurements, when
available, is the most reliable method.

The optimum shielding material would be very dense to stop gamma rays,
would contain a lot of hydrogen to thermalize neutrons, and would contain a
strong neutron absorber that captures thermal neutrons without emitting gamma
rays. The first two requirements are at odds with each other so that radiation

13
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Fig. 7. Neutron detector-source
separation needed to reduce the count
rate to the background level of 0.1
counts/s for a given source size.
(EG&G Neg. No. 10828-R)

shields are often made in layers.12 A commercial manufacturer has succeeded
in combining polyethylene, lead, and boron. The drawback is that the material
is expensive compared with pure polyethylene.13

Table I I I l i s ts properties for various shielding materials. The greater
the bulk density, the better the material w i l l be at stopping gamma rays. The
greater the hydrogen content, the better the material wi l l be at thermalizing
neutrons. Low-energy neutron absorbers l ike lithium and boron then capture the
thermalized neutrons. Table IV gives the gamma-ray and neutron dose rates for
several large shield designs. A californium source of 1 yg was used to i l -
lustrate the shielding properties.

14



TABLE III

PROPERTIES OF VARIOUS SHIELDING MATERIALS

Generic Type
Bulk Density

(g/cm3)

0.92

0.94

1.0

1.25

4.2

11.35

19.3

Hydrogen Density
(1022 atoms/cm3)

7.7

6.63

6.7

5.05

4.1

0

0

Additives
(wtS)

none

boron (5)

none

li thium (10)

boron (1.04)
lead (81.33)

none

none

Pure polyethylene

Boron-polyethylene

Water

Li thi um-pol yethyl ene

Boron-1ead-polyethlene

Lead

Tungsten

Dose contributions include neutrons and gamma rays emitted by the source
and capture gamma rays originating from the interaction of the source neutrons
with the shielding material. The largest dose is from neutrons from a bare
californium source (see Table IV). However, shielded doses from the IWree
origins are often comparable with each other and the shielding material and
thickness can be chosen to make any one of the three the dominant contributor.

C. Obstacles with the Sample Solution
Details of the assay chamber and neutron shielding have been explored.

Now these ideas can be put together in a complete design. The source size
needs to be specified to get the shielding dimensions, and the solution type
and purpose of measurement need to be known before the source can be specified.
Two more potential obstacles can exist with the solution. First, a highly
radioactive solution might be considered. If the dose at the He-filled
neutron detectors exceeds about 10 R/h, then detectors with more insensitivity
to gamma-ray radiation must be used. Second, if the solution contains an iso-
tope that emits neutrons, the background could be large and a stronger source
will be needed.

15



RADIATION DOSES IN mR/h FROM A 1-ng

TABU IV

SOURCE AS A FUNCTION OF POSITION AND SHIELDING MATERIAL TYPE

Material
Type

Nothinq
(Rule of
Thumb)».°

Mothing
(Honte
Carlo)

Polyethylene
(Pure)

Polyethylene
(Boron-loaded)
(R/X #201 )c

Polyethylene
(Lead-Boron)
(R/X #202)c

Polyethylene
(Boron-loaded)
(R/X #203)c

Polyethylene
Lithium-loaded
(R/X #209)c

Polyethylene
2- in. Radius
Lead Inner Core

Polyethylene
2-1n. Outside
Lead

Radiation

Source Y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

Source y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

Source y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

Source y
Capture i
Source n
Total

Source Y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

Source Y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

Source y
Capture y
Source n
Total

Source y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

Source Y
Capture Y
Source n
Total

15.24

6

100
106

10

98
108

9
2

23,
35

9
0

36,
47,

1.
0.

39.
40.

7.
0.

38.
46.

6.
0.

33.
39.

1 .
2.

34.
38.

9.
2.

19.
31.

.03

.32

.35

.10
i

.22

.32

.21

.74

.26

.21

.17

.89

.99

.05

22
.09
.49
.80

69
.44
,33
46

32
09
58
99

32
82
77
91

32
89
24
45

+

0
t
+

s
D

i
+

+

*

±
i
±

t
*

s
4

±
±
t
t

t
+
±

±
+
+
+

t

i
t

cm

0

0
0

0

0
0

0
0
3
3

0.
0
3
3

0.
0.
1.
1.

1.
0.
4.
4.

0.
0.
2.
3.

0.
0.
4.
4.

0.
0.
2.
2.

I
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,21
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,00
,30
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.40

t 0
0
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± 0
0
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± 0

t 0
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t 0
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± 0
± 0
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t 0
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.00

.00

.00

.00

.06
.08

.14

.10
.49
.52

.11

.01

.32
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± 0,
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± 0
± 0,
± 0,
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.14

.14

,47
.01
.44
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± 0.
± 0.
t 0.
± 0.

± 0.
t 0.
± 0.
± 0.

.45

.52

03
.07
61
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11
07
44
46

30.48 cm

1.51 ± 0.00
0

25.08 i 0.00
26.59 s 0.00

2.52 t 0.00
0

24.56 t 0.04
27.08 i 0.06

1.82 ± 0.07
0.53 ± 0.06
0.81 t 0.21
3.16 i 0.23

1.76 t 0.07
0.16 s 0.01
1.02 t 0.11
2.94 ± 0.13

0.03 t 5%

1.33± 0.06
1.36 ± 0.P6

1.34 ± 0.30
0.04 ± 1U
1.60 ± 0.19
2.98 ± 0.36

1.04 ± 0.16
0.02 t HI
1.41 ± 0.18
2.47 ± 0.24

0.26 ± 0.02
0.52 i 0.04
0.83 ± 0.12
1.61 ± 0.13

1.86 ± 0.07
0.52 ± 0.04
0.72 ± 0.15
3.10 i 0.17

35.56 cm 40.64 cm

1.11 t 0.00 0.85 ± COO
0 0

18.43 t 0.00 14.11 t 0.00
19.54 ± 0.00 14.96 * 0.00

1.8E J 0.03 1.42 t 0.02
0 0

18.04 ± 0.03 13.81 s 0.02
19.89 i 0.04 15.23 t 0.03

1.21 ± 0.05
0.34 ± 0.04
0.32 ± 0.09
1.87 i 0.11

1.15 t 0.05
0.10 ± 0.01
0.42 * 0.05
1.67 ± 0.07

0.01 t 5%

0.50 t 0.02
0.51 ± 0.02

0.86 t 0.21
0.02 i 121
0.74 i 0.12
1.62 ± 0.24

0.64 ± 0.11
0.01 i 15*
0.54 * 0.08
1.19 ± 0.14

0.17 ± 0.01
0.34 ± 0.03
0.32 i 0.06
0.83 i 0.07

1.22 ± 0.05
0.33 J 0.H3
0.29 ± 0.09
1.84 ± 0.11

0.81 i 0.03
0.23 ± 0.03
0.15 t 0.05
1.19 i 0.07

0.78 i 0.03
0.06 ± 5*
0.20 ± 0.03
1.04 ± 0.04

0.20 ± 0.01
0.20 t 0.01

0.58 ± 0.14
0.01 ± 154
0.35 ± 0.05
0.94 t 0.15

0.41 t 0.07
0.01 t 171
D.24 ± 0.04
0.66 * 0.08

0.12 ± 0.01
0.23 ± 0.02
0.13 ± 0.03
0.48 i 0.04

0.83 1 0.03
0.22 ± 0.U2
0.13 ± 0.03
1.18 i 0.05

45.72 cm

0.67 t 0.00
0

11.54 ± 0.00
12.21 * 0.00

1.12 ± 0.02
0

10.91 ± 0.02
12.03 - 0.03

0.56 ± 0.02
0.16 t 0.02
0.06 t 0.02
0.78 ± 0.03

0.54 t 0.02
0 ."•» ± 6»
0.0b ± 0.01
0.65 t 0.02

D.08 1 0.01
0.08 t 0.01

0.40 ± 0.10
0.01 ± M%
0.17 * 0.C2
0.58 ± 0.10

50.80 cm

0.54 t 0.00
0

9.03 t COO
9.57 ± 0.00

0.91 i 0.01
0

8.84 1 0.02
9.75 t 0.02

0.39 ± 0.02
0.11 t 0.01
0.03 * 0.01
0.53 t 0.02

0.39 t 0.02
0.02 t 6%
O.D4 ± 0.01
0.45 : 0.02

0.03 ± 7«
0.03 t 71

55.88 cm

0.45 2 0.00
0

7.46 t 0.00
7.91 * 0.00

0.75 ± 0.01
0

7.31 i 0.01
8.06 ± 0.01

0.27 ± 0.01
0.07 * 0.01
0.01 i 25*
0.35 i 0.01

0.27 i 0.01
0.01 i 6*
0.02 t 18*
0.30 * 0.01

0.01 *
0.01 i 8*

60.96 cm

0.38 t 0.00
0

6.27 ± 0.00
6.65 ± 0.00

0.63 t 0.01
0

6.14 ± 0.01
6.77 * 0.01

0.18 t 0.01
0.04 '- 0.01

. . . . ± 26'.
0.22 t 0.01

0.18 ± 0.01
. . . . ± 8*

0.01 ± 20*
0.19 * 0.01

0.01 t 10*
0.01 ± 101

0.28 t 0.07 0.20 t 0.05 0.14 ± 0.04

0.08 t 0.01
0.36 1 0.07

0.04 * 0.01
0.24 ± 0.05

0.02 t 17*
0.16 t 0.04

0.27 ± 0.05 0.1B ± 0.04 0.12 * 0.03 0.08 ± 0.02

0.11 ± 0.0J
0.38 t 0.05

0.08 t 0.01
0.16 t 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
0.29 ± 0.02

0.57 ± 0.02
0.15 ± 0.01
0.05 ± 0.01
0.77 t 0.02

0.05 t 0.01
0.23 1 0.04

0.06 ± 0.01
0.11 £ 0.01
0.02 t 0.01
0.19 i 0.02

0.39 1 0.02
0.10 ± 0.01
0.02 t 0.01
0.51 ± 0.02

0.02 ± ^.01
0.14 ± 0.03

0.04 i 10*
0.07 i 0.01
0.01 t 26%
0.12 * 0.01

0.26 * 0.01
0.06it 0.01
0.01 t 27*
0.33 t 0.01

0.01 1 26%
0.09 ± 0.02

0.03 J 12*
0.04 t 9*

o!o7± 0.01

0.02 t 6*

O.'6i"± 28*
0.03 i 10*

(aiGamma-ray dose approximately 140 R/h for 1 g of californium at 1 m.
(b)Neutron dose approximately 1 mR/h for 10° neutrons/s at 1 m.
(cmanufactured by Reactor Experiments, Inc., Ref. 13.



1. Radiation on the Detectors. Boron-10-lined detectors can be made with
the same exterior dimensions as He-filled tubes and thus make exact struc-
tural replacements. These neutron detectors can operate in gamma-ray radia-
tion fields as high as about 1000 R/h. The drawback to these tubes is that
their neutron detection efficiency is only about one-tenth that of He-filled
detectors. Thus, the californium source strength must be increased a factor
of 10 to compensate.

Further increases in the radiation f ield (beyond 1000 R/h) mandate the use
of fission chambers. These tubes can also be manufactured to the exact exteri-
or dimensions as He-filled neutron detectors. Their radiation resistance is
estimated at a phenomenal 10 R/h. With this kind of gamma-ray insensitivity,
these neutron detectors can be operated beside a spent reactor fuel assem-
bly. " Of course, there are drawbacks to using fission chamber neutron de-
tectors. Their counting efficiency is only 1% of that of a He-filled de-
tector and the f iss i le material that serves as a neutron detecting medium pro-
duces a delayed neutron background. This background can be reliably subtracted
from the solution signal when the solifcion contains more than about 1 g/l
f i ss i le material.

2. Background Neutron Counts. The second potential problem occurs i f
there is a background-producing isotope in the solution. These troublesome
isotopes are the even isotopes of plutonium and curium. Spontaneous fission
decay of these isotopes adds a background to the measurement. The tank shown
in Fig. 6 wi l l detect these neutrons with the same efficiency as delayed neu-
trons, 29.3% probability, so a solution of 10% Pu in plutonium wi l l equal
the natural background (0.4 counts/s) when the plutonium concentration is only
about 4 mg/£. At 1 g/l plutonium, the background rate would be about 108
counts/s. Given that the Pu signal is about half the U signal and
there is a large background to override, the precision on plutonium is 1% at
1 g/S. with an 8-pg californium source using a 1000-s assay. The plutonium de-
tectabil i ty l im i t is estimated at.2.1 mg/£ Z39Pu (90% 239Pu and 10% 240Pu).

Background from curium is even higher than that from plutonium. Passive
neutron assay of plutonium (or curium) is also possible with this type of sys-
tem. The background in the active system can serve as the signal in the pas-
sive mode. Single and even coincidence neutron counting is possible i f the
solution contains more plutonium.
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D. Full Assay System
Figure 8 shows a conceptual plan for a stand-alone Liquid Sample

Shuffler. An 8-yg 2 5 2Cf source ., assumed for this system. The computer
controls the assay sequence and handles data reduction. Electronics associated
with data collection and source movement have been perfected in earlier
units. The exact width and shielding type of the unit determine the exterior
dose from the californium source. Regulations at a given facility may be gov-
erned by the presence of radioactive solutions and access may not be permitted
when solutions are being measured. Shielding thickress can be estimated from
the data in Table IV for the californium source.

The source makes a partial spiral around a polyethylene cylinder located
under the assay chamber and then arcs toward the outside of the shielding.
Nowhere does the radius of curvature become sharper than 38.1 cm, the minimum
radius for free passage of the standard source capsule and coupling unit.

Not shown are the plumbing connections needed to couple the unit shown in
Fig. 8 to the plant's system. Because the technique can be adapted to various

PREAMPLIFIER

DETECTORS

RADIATION SHIELDING

TERMINAL

COMPUTER

NIM BIN

1. HIGH VOLTAGE

2. AMPLIFIER SCA,

STORAGE AND
OVER TRAVEL
SENSORS

SPIRAL TRANSFER
PATH

CABLE TAKE-UP

SOURCE
STORAGE
POSITION

SOURCE''
TRANSFER
MOTOR

-UNDER TRAVEL
SENSOR

Fig. 8. Conceptual view of a stand-alone Liquid Sample Shuffler.
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facility needs and none is particularly generic, the connections are not shown.

The unit could be operated in either the batch or continuous flow mode. Inter-

pretation of the data would depend on how quickly the assay chamber contents

changed.

V. PROJECTED PERFORMANCE

The precision and detectability limit depend on the source size, the type
of detector used, the assay chamber geometry, and neutron absorbers and
emitters that might be in the solution. There is no simple formula that will
cover all cases. However, some variations involve simple rules of thumb.
Changes in the geometry of the assay chamber involve the use of the neutron
transport code and simple rules of thumb would not be expected.

An example of a simple rule of thumb would be thai the precision varies
as the inverse of the square root of the source size. A source twice as strong
will only improve the precision by a factor of the square root of two. The
overall assay time enters into the precision calculation like the source size.
Counting twice as long improves the precision and detectability limit by a
factor of the square root of two. Depending on the situation, the detectabil-
ity limit can vary as the inverse of the source size, the inverse of the square
root of the source size, or somewhere in between. For this reason, it is best
to use Eq. (1) for the detectability limit.

The assay cycle parameters can be varied to improve the counting statis-
tical precision. Also, the background can be counted longer than the sig-

1 Q

nal to improve the detectability l imi t . The gains by both of these tech-
niques are small. For example, counting the background twice as long as the
delayed neutron signal at the detectability l imi t makes an improvement of about
25% in detectability l imi t . Further increases in the background counting time
relative to the signal counting time make vanishingly small improvements.

A. Solutions with Neutron Absorbers
Adding neutron poisons to the solution reduces the number of neutrons

available to induce fissions and the poison lowers the neutron detection e f f i -
ciency. Correct computation of these effects involves use of the neutron Monte
Carlo transport code. However, the effects of neutron poisons can be estimated
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from available data. The Monte Carlo neutron results indicate that the detec-
tion efficiency only changes 15% up to " J U concentrations of 500 g/S,. In
this case, neutrons are being absorbed as they induce fissions, but more neu-
trons are released as a result of the fission process. One could interpret the
data two ways. The complementary effects (1) cancel or (2) arc r.ot signifi-
cant to the detection process at all. Because the Monte Carlo results tell us
that the fission rate is high, we are left to assume that the fission and emis-
sion rates cancel in the detection formula.

The effect on the fission rate is estimated independent of detection ef-
ficiency. An approximation to the effect of absorption by neutron poisons is
the ratio of all possible neutron fates (inducing a fission, detection, escape
from the system, etc.) to the sum of all these effects plus addition of the
poison. The absorption effect can be estimated from the ratio of relative size
of the neutron poison absorption cross section to the fission cross section.
In this estimation, the fission rate at low concentrations is used to avoid
multiplication effects. Figure 9 shows the approximation over the absorber
concentration range of 1 mg/Jl to 100 g/£. For weak poison concentrations,
<0.1 g/£, there is no change in the fission rate and the signal remains
constant.

It can also be noted in Fig. 9 that boron makes a better pt in than cad-
mium on a gram-per-liter basis. This is because boron is a lighter element
than cadmium and provides more neutron absorption centers (atoms) per gram,
leading to a greater effective absorption even though each cadmium atom has a
larger thermal neutron absorption cross section.

B. Signals

Two series of Monte Carlo runs were made for the tank shown in Fig. 6.
One series was made to obtain data for the 235U delayed neutron signal. The
other series investigated c r i t i ca l i t y safety for three commonly used f issi le
isotopes, 2 3 3U, 2 3 5U, and 239Pu.

Figure 10 shows the " U signal. This signal exhibits dominance of
self-shielding over multiplication. The effect is especially noticeable i f
the signal is plotted on a per-gram basis, as in Fig. 3. The Monte Carlo one-
standard-deviation statistical uncertainty error bars are given for each data
point. The uncertainties are small on the scale used in Fig. 10. The solid
line in Fig. 10 is the best f i t calibration curve from al l the data points.
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Kig. 9. Approximate effect on the fission rate with
the addition of boron and cadmium neutron poisons.
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Fig. 10. Calculated signal without neutron ab-
sorbers for the proposed Liquid Sample Shuffler
assay chamber. (EG&G Neg. No. 10835)
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The function is an exponential of the form

R = A[l - Exp(-Bm)] ; (4)

where

A, B = f i t ted calibration constants,
m = f i ss i le material concentration (g/&), and
R = delayed neutron response.

The f i t t i ng function given by Eq. (4) was loosely derived on a theoretical
basis and is very successful in f i t t i ng data from the Fuel Rod Scanner. '
Best f i t values for the parameters in Eq. (4) are l isted in Table V. Most,
two-thirds, of the chi-square contribution comes from the 500-g/£ point. The
f i t without the 500-g/& point is also given in Table V. The curves both with
and without the 500-g/£ data point are very close in the linear region below
about 20 g U/A. Above about 20 g/H the f i t s from the two calibration
curves diverge slightly to accommodate the Monte Carlo data. This difference
in the two curves is due to multiplication that is not included in the ca l i -
bration function.

Equation (5) is a function that includes multiplication up to c r i t i ca l i t y .
This function is a modification of Eq. (4). The f i t for Eq. (5) is better than
that of Eq. (4) for al l the data points—but not as good as the f i t when the
500-g/S. point is omitted from the f i t of Eq. (4).

R = A[l - Exp(-Bm)] C/(C - m) . (5)

The results of f i t t ing Eq. (5) are l isted in Table VI. A drop in the
chi-square value for the f i t to al l the data can be observed relative to the
result given for al l the data in Table V. The function given by Eq. (5) does
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TABLE V

BEST F IT CALIBRATION PARAMETERS FOR THE MONTE CARLO SIMULATION
OF THE PROPOSED LIQUID SAMPLE SHUFFLER

Parameter

A

B

Covariance

Chi-square

X2/degree of freedom

Exponential Fita

1574 ± 59 counts

(-6.55 ± O.27)xlO-3/(g/Jl)

1.56 x 10-2

18.5

3.08

Omit 500 g/H
Exponential Fita

1358 ± 70 counts

(-7.69 ± 0.44)xl0-3/(g/£)

3.02 x 10-2

5.38

1.08

Function form: A[l - Exp(-B m)].

TABLE VI

BEST FIT CALIBRATION PARAMETERS FOR DATA OBTAINED
BY MONTE CARLO SIMULATION OF THE PROPOSED

LIQUID SAMPLE SHUFFLER

The Fitting Function Includes Multiplication

Parameter Exponential With Multiplication Fita

A 1427 ± 48 counts

B (7.247 ± 0.28) x 10-3/(g/£)

C 5085 ± 48 g

Covariance (A, B) -1.312 x 10~2

Covariance (A, C) -2.350 x 10+3

Covariance (B, C) 1.312 x 10~2

Chi-square 14.9

X^/degree of freedom 2.98

aFunction form: A[l - Exp(-Bm)]C/(C - m).
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include a singularity due to criticality and multiplication up to criticality.

It does not fit as well as Eq. (4) does when the highest loading point is omit-

ted. Thus, some refinements to Eq. (5) are needed to obtain a better fit in

this fissile mass region.

C. Criticality Safety

The system was planned to be critically safe by staying conservatively
within the criticality safety guidelines of Ref. 9. To double cheeky a Monte
Carlo verification was made. In the calculations, a conservative approach was
also taken. First, a 100% enrichment was chosen for each of the isotopes of
interest. Second, the neutron detectors were removed from the calculation
model. And third, no displacement of the hydrogen in the water was considered.
This last assumption is actually nonphysical, because addition of material will
displace some water and the hydrogen density will be less in the solution than
in pure water.

Figure 11 shows the results of the criticality calculations. The impor-
tant result is that the system will not become critical no matter what is done
to the proposed Liquid Sample Shuffler system, including introducing a fissile
solution concentration of 500 g/l. Another result that can be noted from

poo

Fig. 11 is that U is the most reactive at higher concentrations of the
three isotopes. This fact is also borne out by its lowest critically safe
volume given in Table II.

VI. RECOMMENDATIONS

The safety and design aspects of a Liquid Sample Shuffler have been con-
sidered. The system is critically safe. Because of the detector and neutron
source penetrations into the assay tank, care must be exercised in construction
and subsequent leak checking. No special or exotic materials are necessary,
so standard fabrication practices can be used.

Because a relatively large volume of 3 I is used for the measurement,
the system should be placed in line or at line. At 3 £, the solution is no
longer being sampled but being diverted for a measurement. To have enough
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Fig. 11. Cri t ical i ty safety verification of 233ll,
235uj and 239pu in the proposed Liquid Sample Shuffler.
(EG&G Neg. No. 10831)

solution available for measurement requires a minimum size for the fac i l i ty .
This is not a problem for a fac i l i t y that has the capacity for the equivalent
of a reactor core.
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